June 23, 2006 Sermon:

“Disbelieving after Believing”

(Part 3)

I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
This is a detailed topic, and you have witnessed the marvels of ALLAH, through His
verses in the last couple of sermons. Today is Part 3 of the same, and I will recite only 4 or 5
pages of it, as some of you have to return to work and have limited time. Next week, I should be
able to finish this topic, InshaAllah.
*** Here is a small Test to check out their mathematical genius:
ALLAH has given us a simple opening statement with 2 of His attributes mentioned in it. It is
called “Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem.” He has also given us 2 forms of Shahadah in the
Quran. He has also given the ending and ultimate Prayer, with the words: Al-Hamdo Lillah
Rabb al–Aalameen. Let me take the first one, and write it numerically for you; at the end, the
hypocrites and the disbelievers should see if they can make sentences or statements for
themselves that reveal their name, as well as 2 Codes chosen by them beforehand, and also
reveal the difference of 1. If they succeed, which they never can, then they should let me know;
if they fail, then they should repent to the Almighty Creator for challenging His revelations.
(Read Verses 2:23-24)
Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem: Each letter written with gematrical values:
2,60,40,1,30,30,5,1,30,200,8,40,50,1,30,200,8,10,40.
Sum of all the Digits is: 2+6+4+1+3+3+5+1+3+2+8+4+5+1+3+2+8+1+4 = 66 – ALLAH.
These are 19 numbers and reveal the sum of these digits as 66. The number 19 is G.V. of ONE –
Waahed; the number 66 is G.V. of ALLAH. He has proven His name and that He is ONE,
through the very first statement that was revealed ages ago. Should it increase our faith and
reverence for ALLAH? Certainly! Does this kind of Proof hurt us in any way? NO!
He is ONE and ALONE: (Waahed and Wahdahoo)
By writing the G.V. of each letter of Al-Rahman and Al-Raheem:
Al-Rahman: 1,30,200,8,40,50 - sum of digits is 23. What is the G.V. of Wahdahoo? It is 23.
Al-Raheem: 1,30,200,8,10,40 – sum of digits is 19. What is the G.V. of Waahed? It is 19
Al-Rahman: G.V. of the word is 329 – sum of digits is 14
Al-Raheem: G.V. of the word is 289 – sum of digits is 19
*** Has ALLAH proven to you that He is ONE and ALONE? Has He proven to you His
Sacred Codes of 14 and 19 also – that guard and preserve the Quran, and also originate out
of His attributes? Through just one simple statement, He has revealed what their minds cannot
fathom. Their ego has prevented them from appreciating GOD’S Greatness and Omnipotence.
The G.V. of Allah letters in “Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem” is 128; Praise be to ALLAH.
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**Is this the value of your name or is it my last name? Glory be to GOD.
The G.V. of my letters in this statement is 378 = 14 x 27. The Proof of the Seven Pairs here
informs us that the Quran was revealed on the 27th night of Ramadan. GOD has revealed my
name and my Sign through the “Opening Statement of the Quran.” SubhanAllah.
EXAMINE THE MIRACLE WITH YOUR EYES: the Opening Statement of the Quran
should open their eyes, in order to understand the meaning of a “Revelation.”
Example # 1:The GV of Allah letters in Vs.1:1 is 128; of my letters is 378, the difference is 250.
The only verse you can make out of this number is chapter 2, verse 50. Hence witness GOD’S
Omnipotence:
2:50 Recall that we parted the sea for you; we saved you and drowned Pharaoh’s people before
your eyes.
A PROOF TO CONFIRM THE MIRACLE: Allah letters are 10, my letters are 24, diff. is 14
*** Is ALLAH speaking to you or to me? Whose name letters are involved? Where did this
verse come from? Is this magic, or do you not see?
Example # 2: The G.V of Verse 1:1 is 786, and G.V. of my letters is 378, the diff. is 408.
The only verse you can make out of this number is chapter 40, verse 8.
40:8 Our Lord, and admit them into the gardens of Eden that You promised for them and for the
righteous among their parents, spouses, and children. You are the Almighty, Most Wise.
MIRACLE: The Allah letters are 20, and my letters are 34, the difference is again 14.
Example # 3: The G.V. Verse 1:1 is 786, and GV of Allah letters is 128, the difference is 658.
Let us make a verse out of this number as chapter 6, verse 58 and also chapter 65, verse 8.
6:58 Say, “If I controlled the retribution you challenge me to bring, the whole matter would have
been terminated long ago. GOD knows best who the wicked are.
MIRACLE: The Allah letters are 19, and my letters are 38, the diff. is 19. Praise Allah for
revealing the Sacred Codes through Examples 2 & 3, by alternating with His name letters and
mine as compared with the G.V. of the “Opening Statement of the Quran.”
Example # 4: Verse 65:8 Many a community rebelled against the commands of its Lord and
against His messengers. Consequently, we held them strictly accountable, and requited them a
terrible requital.
Verses that originated out of the number 658: are 6:58 and 65:8
6:58 The Allah letters in this verse are 19
65:8 The Allah letters in this verse are 18
MIRACLE: The difference created by the Omnipotent GOD is precisely 1, as HE IS ONE.
Now the Truth about the 2 different forms of the Shahadahs in the Quran:
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The G.V. of La Elaha Ella Allah is 165
The G.V. of La Elaha Ella Hoo is 110
Add the digits: the Sum is 1 + 6 + 5 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 14 “The Seven Pairs”
Writing gematrically each letter of each Shahadah:
La Elaha Ella Allah: 30,1,1,30,5,1,30,1,1,30,30,5 – Sum of digits is 30
La Elaha Ella Hoo: 30,1,1,30,5,1,30,1,5,6 – Sum of the digits is 29
Can you see the difference between 30 and 29? It is precisely 1 – He is only ONE GOD.
Do these numbers not constitute the Even and the Odd? Do they not match similar
occurrences of Even and Odd verses in the Contents of the Quran, that I showed you?
**** I ask them: where would they like to fit the prophet’s name in this? The end result will
not be 1, like GOD has revealed, it will be much more than 1. Do they believe in several gods,
or GOD ALONE, THE ONE, THE SUPREME? The Shahadahs are sealed by GOD. Now,
make a verse out of the numbers 30 and 29, the verse will be chapter 30, verse 29.
30:29 Part 1: Indeed, the transgressors have followed their own opinions, without knowledge.
Part 2: Who then can guide those who have been sent astray by GOD? No one can ever help
them.
MIRACLE: The Allah letters are 11 and 10, the difference is 1 – GOD’S knowledge far
surpasses your personal opinions; if you do not take heed, and GOD abandons you, no one can
ever guide you.
MIRACLE: Count how many times the word, ALLAH, is mentioned from the beginning of the
Quran up to verse 30:29, you will find the exact and precise count to be 1914 mentions of GOD.
He has thus revealed the Sacred Codes through the number 1914, and through the verse
originating out of the 2 forms of Shahadahs, as given above. Glory and Praise be to ALLAH.
Can they do this or any scholar that they know? GOD has cursed the liars and the fabricators.
GOD proves: He is ONE - His Shahadah - through His name and attribute:
Write the G.V. of each letter of ALLAH: 1,30,30,5 – sum of digits is 12
Write the G.V. of each letter of AL-SAMAD: 1,30,90,40,4 – the sum of the digits is 21
This Pattern of 12,21 is the G.V. of the verse 74:30 that says: “Over it is nineteen.” (G.V.1221)
By adding the numbers from 12 onwards up to 21, we get:
12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20 + 21, the sum is 165 Praise be to ALLAH.
The Spelling of ALLAH is composed of 4 Arabic letters, and AL-SAMAD of 5 Arabic letters,
the diff. is 1. Everything composed, designed, and structured by ALLAH, is well guarded from
human distortion, and His Proofs confirm what He has given us in the Quran.
**** I ask the disbelieving people again; where would they like to fit the prophet’s name
between Allah and Al-Samad? He does not need any partners, nor can they fit or squeeze
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his name mathematically between these 2 forms of Shahadah, even if they tried their best.
ALLAH – the Most Wise, has sealed them from any distortion or alteration, and nullified
the works of the disbelievers. To ALLAH belongs all Authority in the Universe, and He is
Supreme over His creatures. Is it not reverence for prophet Muhammad that they have, as well
as the millions of other followers of the Quran, instead of ALLAH, who has revealed the Book,
and has asked and informed the Muslims through the Scripture that the following words are
reserved only for HIM - “Reverence, praise, glorify, exaltation, and worship, are only reserved
and applicable to the CREATOR.”
The Ending and Ultimate Prayer: “Alhamdo - Lillah Rabb Al–Alameen”
Why does GOD ask us to recite this for Him? It is because the answer lies within these words.
We say, “Praise be to Allah” because “He is the Lord of the Universe.”
Writing both parts of the statement gematrically:
Al Hamdo Lillah: 1,30,8,40,4,30,30,5 – Sum of the digits is: 1+3+8+4+4+3+3+5 = 31
Rabb Al-Alameen: 200,2,1,30,70,30,40,10,50 – Sum of digits: 2+2+1+3+7+3+4+1+5 = 28
Now make a verse out of the numbers 31 and 28, the only verse will be chapter 31, verse 28.
31:28 The creation and resurrection of all of you is the same as that of one person. GOD is
Hearer, Seer.
*** This is one of the verses that reveal and project the power of the Lord of the Universe.
Revealed: the G.V. of Allah letters is 166, revealing 1 and 66, as the, ONE – ALLAH.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 166, my letters is 674, the sum is 840 - SIGN of Ha Mim
This Sign is given through the 7 chapters initialed with H.M. The chapters are 40 – 46. These
represent my name, Husain Makbool, and are multiples of 19 and 14, when attached to my name.
The GV of H is 8, and of M is 40. Writing them next to each other, it becomes 840.
8, 128, 40, 178 = 19 x 42781062

40, 178, 8, 128 = 14 x 28699152

Through Verse 31:28, which originated from the “Ending & Ultimate Prayer” as given above,
GOD has proven that: if they are not meant to be guided, the Miracles shown by me may not
change their minds. Chapter 37 is the only chapter whose last verse ends with the ultimate
Prayer. This is also the chapter which has the last occurrence of verses of my name, 178 and 128.
Therefore, it is a valuable and important proof through the Ultimate Prayer:
37:182 And praise be to ALLAH, Lord of the Universe.
Ultimate Proof: The GV of my name letters is precisely 306 – being my name, Makbool
Husain.
They should now fear GOD more than ever, as He has chosen to inscribe my name
letters to reveal my full name through the most Sacred “Opening and Ending Statements” and
Verses. Have you ever seen or comprehended such in-depth and profound Miracles like these?
This fulfills the Quranic Prophecy of 61:6 – whereby Jesus was made to utter that “a
messenger by the name of Ahmad” will come after him. This is a metaphorical name, and
GOD decides the messenger that will fit in with this name and the Proofs and Signs associated
with him.
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***NOTE, all the verses opened up and created by GOD through the numbers in above
pages are all appropriate and relevant verses. They are on God’s miracles or retributions,
but you did not see verses on Salat, Zakat, Seyaam or Hajj, or other subjects opening up,
even accidentally. Can they rival GOD with their proofs?
When Moses showed the Miracles of GOD to Pharaoh, he also disbelieved in them. That
is why he had to say:
17:102 He said, “You know full well that no one can manifest these except, obviously, the
Lord of the heavens and the earth.
MIRACLE: The Allah letters are 19, and my letters are 20, the diff. is 1 – GOD has proven
the Miracle which He has blessed me with – the “Revelation of 1”
What you see on my website, in my Khutbahs, and within these pages is obviously from the
same Lord of the Universe, as you and I can never come up with these. Think again, have they
not displeased GOD with their rebellious decision and behavior? Can they not see the enormous
blessing of GOD on me? Praise and Glory be to ALLAH. These are hidden blessings which their
eyes do not see, but are evident and apparent through the pages of the Website. I cite to you a
verse on this:
11:28 He said, “O my people, what if I have a solid proof from my Lord?” What if He has
blessed me out of His mercy, though you cannot see it? Are we going to force you to believe
therein?
Peace be upon the messengers
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
To be continued as Part 4, next week, Insha Allah.
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